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Introduction 
This handbook has been prepared to help 

you develop and present a successful 

presentation at the Canadian Association 

of Occupational Therapists (CAOT) 

Conference. The contents should assist 

you in the following ways: 

 

• Orientation to conference 

resources, staff and volunteers, 

and on-site set-up  

• How to prepare your podium 

presentation: 

o Paper: 25 minutes 

o Extended discussion: 55 

minutes 

o Hands-on: time varies 

• Tips on how to provide conference 

participants with a positive, 

practical, educational experience. 

 

Conference resources 
Visit www.caot.ca/conference for 

information on the CAOT conference, 

including registration fees and the full 

conference program (available February  

1st). Registration is not required if you 

plan on attending just your session. 

Contact 

 conference@caot.ca for details. 

 
At the conference, a number of 
resources will be available to presenters,  
 
 
 

including a speaker ready room and 
conference volunteers. You will be emailed 
the location of the speaker ready room 
where presenters can prepare prior to their 
sessions. The room will have standard 
audio-visual equipment including a laptop, 
LCD projector and screen. The speakers 
are limited to what the laptop provides.  
 
Podium presentations (paper and 
extended discussions) will be supplied with 
a PC laptop, an LCD projector, screen, 
podium and microphone. Presenters will 
have 10 minutes between sessions to set 
up their presentation. Time is limited, 
please consider the presenter following 
you and wrap up your session in a timely 
manner to allow them to set up in the 
break.  

 
Conference volunteers 

Conference volunteers will be available to 
assist you during your session. Volunteers, 
that can assist you, have three primary 
roles: session monitor, session moderator 
or speaker ready room. Volunteers wear a 
conference t-shirt to be easily identified. 
 
Session monitor 
Session monitors are responsible for 
ensuring only authorized individuals are 
admitted into session rooms and assisting 
with the set-up of the audio-visual 
equipment. 
 
Session monitors will, in cooperation with 
the session moderator, ensure the session 
starts on time, assist with identification and 
seating of delegates, and assist the 
session moderator to ensure that the 
session is kept on schedule. 

http://www.caot.ca/conference
mailto:conference@caot.ca
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Session moderator 

Session moderators are responsible for 

introducing and thanking primary presenters 

and facilitating the question period. They 

should be at the session room before the 

session begins, introduce themselves to the 

presenter, discuss the time frame of the 

session and ask if the presenter may 

require any assistance during the session. 

Presenters are required to provide session 

moderators with the biographical 

information for their introduction when they 

enter the room.   

 

Once the session has begun, session 

moderators welcome delegates on behalf of 

the Canadian Association of Occupational 

Therapists, introduce the presenter(s), 

make any special announcements at the 

request of the conference organizers, 

provide the five- and two- minute warnings, 

facilitate the question period, and close the 

session by thanking the presenter(s). 

 

General guidelines  
The guidelines listed below can help you 

plan, prepare, and present your session. 

 

Preparation 
Review the information sent by CAOT 
regarding your presentation. Your 
session type indicates the length of the 
presentation you need to prepare. The 
length of each session type is listed 
below: 

Paper: 25 minutes, including time 
for questions 

Extended discussion: 55 minutes, 
including time for questions and 
discussion 

Hands-on: time varies 

 

Your presentation should describe the 
content of your accepted abstract. 
Review the abstract and reflect on how 
you can convey the information to your 
audience. 

 

The average person speaks at 
somewhere between 125 and 150 words 
per minute. Therefore, for every 10 
minutes, you want a total word count of 
about 1250 words. 

 

Practice your presentation from start to 
finish at least once and preferably before 
a colleague who can provide you with 
feedback. Check that your presentation 
stays within the allotted time, is clear, 
understandable, and any multimedia or 
handouts you use are complementary to 
the presentation to build your confidence 
and improve your performance. 
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It is your responsibility to stay within your 

allotted time. Consider what you could 

omit if you were over your time allotment 

and what you could extend if you had 

extra time. Remember you should include 

time for questions and discussion. 

 

Before your presentation, consider what 

questions the audience may formulate 

during your presentation and practice 

brief, concise answers. 

 

Preparing a slide 
presentation 
 

Preparing a slide presentation 

Many presenters use PowerPoint 

presentations to describe their project and 

summarize information for the audience. 

PowerPoint can be used to produce an 

effective, clear and visually appealing 

presentation. There are numerous other 

brands of presentation software as well – 

Visme or Prezi are also popular. The 

following guidelines can help you plan and 

prepare such a presentation. 

 

 

 

General guidelines 
 

Summarize key points and avoid packing 

too much information on each slide. A  

general rule is no more than six lines of text 

with no more than six words per line per 

slide. The points on the slide serve as a 

guide for the audience. 

 

Organize your slides using headings with 

bulleted points. Avoid lengthy paragraphs 

and try to keep bullets brief. Rather than 

packing information into one slide, use a 

few slides with the same heading to convey 

your information. 

 

If you are including graphs or images, be 

aware that people with low vision or at the 

back of the room may not be able to see it. 

It is important to fully explain it.  

 

Practice your presentation from start to 

finish, preferably in an environment similar 

to the one where you will be presenting, 

such as a classroom or conference room.  

 

Sit at the back of the room and make sure 

you can clearly read the slides and that the 

colour contrast increases visibility without 

being distracting. Be sure to time yourself  
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to ensure that you have enough time to 

comfortably finish your presentation within 

the time limit. 

 

If you have the opportunity, ensure your 

PowerPoint presentation works in the 

speaker ready room in advance or your 

session so you can troubleshoot, if 

necessary. 

 

In addition to the USB of your 

presentation, bring a hard copy of your 

presentation slides that includes cues for 

additional visuals and activities. You can 

use it during your presentation alongside 

the slides. It also serves as backup in care 

of technical difficulties that result in your 

being unable to use PowerPoint. 

 

Presentation structure 
 

PowerPoint presentations begin with a title 

slide that includes the project title, no 

more than 10 words in length, and the 

presenter name(s) and designation(s) or 

credential(s). The title should be in a large, 

non-serif font such as Calibri, Helvetica 

and Arial in 44 point to 77 point size. The 

presenter(s) names appear below the title  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in a smaller font size, generally 24 point to 

44 point. 

 

Choose a simple backdrop with a colour 

scheme that is visually appealing and easy 

to read. Contrasting background and font 

colours can make it easier to read, and 

slides should appear professional. Do a 

colour contrast check to ensure it 

accessible complaint. You should be 

looking for Yes in the results box. 

 

Font size: a slide heading in bold 36+ pt 

and body text in 32+ pt is recommended. 

Use sans serif font types such as Calibri, 

Helvetica and Arial. Never use font types 

like ‘Times New Roman’, because people 

with low vision have difficulty with reading 

text in font types with serifs. Also, avoid 

using italics for the same reason. Avoid 

using different fonts in one slide- if you 

want to draw attention to something, make 

the font size larger. 

 

The body of the presentation is composed 

of content slides. The introduction may 

include a slide outlining the learning 

objectives you expect the audience to 

achieve by the end of the session and 

background information on the project,  

 

 

https://snook.ca/technical/colour_contrast/colour.html#fg=13487D,bg=FFFFFF
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including but not limited to study site, 

population, stakeholders, and purpose and 

study objectives. 

 

Following the introduction is a set of slides 

that describe relevant aspects of the 

project in an organized and structured 

manner. This may include the theoretical 

model guiding the research, methods of 

data collection and analysis, results or 

findings, and implications.  

 

The concluding portion of the presentation 

generally provides a brief summary of the 

information presented, discusses 

limitations of the study, and future 

directions for research and/or 

development. 

 

Some presenters include a section on 

discussion questions or provide instruction 

for a group activity. This is helpful for 

facilitating an activity by providing the 

audience with directions and visual cues 

for transitions between didactic and 

hands-on learning. 

 

Bring your presentation on a USB that you 

will plug into the provided laptop in the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

room. If you plan on bringing your own 

laptop, you will be required to bring all 

necessary cables to attach your computer 

to the LCD projector. You must plug the 

room provided laptop back in before the 

next presenter arrives to set up. It is good 

to test this in the speaker ready room. 

 

Use of handouts 
Some presenters print their presentations 

in a handout format with six slides per 

page. When printing slides in handout form, 

be sure to select multiple slides per page in 

the printing option on your computer to 

avoid printing one slide per page. 

 

Using videos or 
multimedia 
• Considering set-up, timing, purpose, and 

potential technical difficulties when using 

additional audiovisuals or multimedia 

can improve success during the 

presentation. 

• Be sure to preview the video you will be 

using and get it ready so all you have to 

do is press play.  

• Plan how you will lead into the video 

clip. Be sure to provide an explanation 

or introduction so the audience knows  
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what is happening. Consider how you 

will integrate the clip back into your 

presentation by providing follow-up 

questions or asking for audience 

reactions. 

• The sound for speakers is limited to 

what the laptop provides.  

• Be sure to save the multimedia files on 

the same USB as your presentation.   

 

 

Presenting 

Your audience is interested in your topic 

and genuinely wants to hear what you 

have to say. Please speak clearly, 

loudly and at an understandable 

pace.  If you are using a microphone 

you must have it directly in front of you 

at all times or your words will be lost.   

Convey enthusiasm and interest for 

your topic by modulating your voice, 

pausing for emphasis and expressing 

emotion where warranted.   

Try to relax. Many presenters are 

nervous presenting before a group. 

There are several strategies that  

 

 

 

 

 

 

presenters use to stay focused and calm. 

For example, try focusing on one or two 

responsive members of the audience. 

Remind yourself to take a deep breath 

before you begin each section. 

Make eye contact with your audience 

and remember to shift your gaze 

between the audience, your presentation 

materials, and any multimedia you may 

choose to use. Try to use a relaxed 

posture and consider your body 

language during the presentation. 

Incorporate questions or invite 

comments during portions of your 

presentation to encourage interaction 

with your audience. The type of 

interaction you facilitate depends on the 

session type you are presenting.  

 
Content 

Podium presentations typically involve a 

formal presentation with audiovisuals 

such as PowerPoint and include audience 

interaction. They occur in breakout rooms 

with chairs and /or tables for audience 

members. Hands-on presentation may  
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have room set-up to accommodate 

training.  

The content of your presentation should 

be structured and clear and flow logically 

from beginning to end. There are a few 

basic principles that guide opening a 

presentation. First, welcome your 

audience and ensure everyone can see 

and hear you. Establish how you would 

like to manage questions during your 

session (see Questions and answer 

sessions below). Open the presentation 

with learning objectives so that the 

audience knows what to expect for the 

duration of the session. 

Describe the purpose and topic of the 

presentation in the first two to three 

minutes. Ground your message by 

providing the audience with some 

background information, such as the 

research questions guiding the study, 

study setting, the clients or population 

involved in the study, research 

supporting  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

your study, or data collection procedures. 

Your audience is interested in how your 

research applies to them in terms of their 

own setting, client population, or research 

interest. 

Describe your intervention, research 

project, or topic area in-depth. Consider 

your audience; conference attendees 

typically have six to ten years of 

professional experience and would like to 

know about new developments or 

applications in professional issues, 

assessment and intervention, and 

research. Highlight how your topic fits into 

a current research gap or addresses a 

current issue or trend in the profession. 

Avoid simply telling the audience what 

you did, how you did it and what the 

outcomes were. Communicate your 

interest in the topic, how the findings 

changed your professional reasoning or 

practice, and how your study or topic area 

lends itself to further research and 

development. 
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Remember that the onus is on the 

presenter to ensure that he/she is 

respecting copyright restrictions and 

obtaining permission to reproduce to 

present copyright protected materials. 

Involving the audience 

Involving the audience adds depth to a 

presentation and increases the learning 

potential for audience members. Not all 

presentations have an interactive 

component, but at the very least there 

should be time set aside for questions 

and discussion. Conference attendees 

are typically present to acquire 

knowledge and explore new topic areas 

they feel are relevant to their 

professional and clinical development 

and are therefore willing to learn 

interactively and take responsibility for a 

portion of their learning. 

Involving the audience in your 

presentation can be as simple as posing 

a couple of “show of hands” questions to 

the audience when you open your  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

presentation. However, the audience may 

appreciate an opportunity to apply some 

of the principles they have been learning 

in a group discussion, simulation, or 

structured learning activity. Consider how 

you could include one of the following 

methods of involving the audience in your 

presentation. The methods you use will 

be influenced by the presentation format. 

Paper sessions allow the opportunity for 

question and answer and brief audience 

participation activities. An extended 

session provides more opportunity for 

structured small and large group 

discussion.  

Guided large group discussion 

Large group discussions are useful for 

stimulating discussion on a particular 

topic. As a presenter, consider how you 

would like them to participate: provide 

feedback on a topic or event, brainstorm 

ideas on a topic, share experiences from 

their clinical practice or personal 

experiences. Your role is to pose the 

discussion topic, invite comments, link  
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audience comments and pose questions 

to focus the discussion. 

When guiding a large group discussion, 

encourage many participants and avoid 

hearing from the same audience 

members repeatedly as they may 

monopolize the discussion. Bear in mind 

that you are there to direct the 

discussion and keep audience members 

on topic. 

Small group discussions 

Small group discussions include six to 

eight people and are a useful way of 

generating focused discussion and 

completing learning activities that would 

be difficult in a larger group. These 

discussions tend to work best in the 

extended discussion sessions. 

Your role is to pose the discussion topic 

or describe the activity and ask each 

group to assign a recorder or reporter 

who can summarize the group’s 

discussion to the larger group. Be sure 

to describe how long the groups have to  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

complete their discussion or activity and 

provide any handouts necessary for the 

task. 

While the small groups are in discussion, 

it is helpful to move from group to group 

to encourage discussion, clarify 

directions, or answer questions as they 

arise. Your role is to assist groups to 

facilitate their own rich discussions of the 

topic. 

Case studies 

Case studies are useful for reinforcing 

concepts or information from the 

presentation and can be used in both 

large and small group discussions. 

Audience members can work on 

exercises related to a case study you 

have provided, or you can ask the 

audience to provide case study examples 

from their own practice setting.  
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Questions & answers 

Question and answer sessions invite 

audience-generated questions related to 

their understanding of your presentation. 

Remember to repeat the question to the 

larger group to ensure that everyone 

hears it. Alternately, you can pose 

questions to your audience to encourage 

discussion and open up dialogue 

between audience members. Typically, 

each session should include a question 

period.  

There are many different ways to use 

questions throughout your presentation: 

• At the beginning of the presentation, 

ask the group what they hope to 

learn from the session 

• At the beginning of the presentation, 

survey the audience to learn more 

about their clinical background, level 

of experience with an assessment 

or intervention, or why they are 

interested in your topic. 

• Invite the audience to ask questions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

throughout the session or to hold 

them until the end of the session. 

• Pose a question that challenges the 

audience to think critically at any time 

in your presentation.  

• Invite feedback on the evidence you 

are presenting or the potential impact 

of the data. 

• Invite the audience to share 

examples from their clinical or 

professional settings. 

• Address questions that serve to 

clarify the topic area immediately but 

save questions that address larger 

issues that promote discussion to the 

end of the session. 

• Take questions from as many 

audience members as you can in 

order to address many perspectives 

and points of view. Avoid a lengthy 

discussion with one person by 

inviting them to talk with you after the 

session. 
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• Be aware that there are questions you 

will not know the answer to and consider 

how you can respond to them. You could 

get back to the questioner later once you 

have an answer, suggest an appropriate 

resource for them to find the answer, or 

invite suggestions from other members 

of the audience. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Closing the presentation 

As you approach the end of the 

presentation, take time to summarize the 

“take-away” message of your 

presentation. 

The closing of the presentation is an 

opportunity to link your research or 

presentation topic to current 

developments in the profession. How 

does your presentation influence the 

profession? What are the future directions 

for research and development? How is 

your research, data or topic applicable 

across different areas of practice? 

Be sure to thank the audience for their 

attendance and participation. 
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CAOT Podium Presentation Checklist: 
 
Before the conference 

Read through the CAOT Podium Presenter’s Handbook. 

 Prepare a presentation and handouts (optional). For handouts, consider using a sans   
       serif font like Arial or Tahoma- 14 point, for those with low vision. 

 Collect feedback from a peer or colleague on your presentation/handouts. Make any  
       appropriate changes for clarity, consistency or readability. Print copies for delegates.  

 Make sure you have the appropriate supplies and materials for your presentation, 
       including your presentation on a USB, biographical introduction for the session  
       moderator and handouts (if applicable). 

At the conference 

 Familiarize yourself with the conference site layout and identify conference volunteers. 

 Locate the room you will be presenting.  

 Locate the speaker ready room prior to your session.  Check that your audio-visual  
      materials are compatible with the supplied equipment at the conference. 

 Come to your presentation session 5-10 minutes early to access the room as soon  
      as the presentation before finishes.  

After the conference 

 Follow up with any comments or requests from participants who attended your session or     
      would like more information on your session. 


